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ABSTRACT

C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) was observed in daylight on 16 days between 1997 April 1 and 1997 April 28, five
of which had long time sequences (up to 10 hr of data), using the near infrared CAIN camera on the 1.5 m
Carlos Sánchez Telescope at Teide Observatory (Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain). Three spiral dust jet structures
were observed for several almost complete rotations. A nucleus rotation period of hr was determined11.34 5 0.02
from two different methods. No variations of the rotation period with time due to precessional effects were found
in our data. However, the time sampling of the observations, similar to the suggested spin precession period,
prevents us from ascertaining whether such variations exist. We note, though, that the good agreement of our
results with the rotation periods at different epochs reported by other groups suggests that if they exist, these
variations must be small, hence the rotation cannot be very complex.

Subject heading: comets: individual (Hale-Bopp 1995 O1)

1. INTRODUCTION

Dust and gas jets have been observed since the last century
in the comae of bright comets. The most simple explanation
for them is the presence of active areas on the surface of the
rotating nucleus. For some favorable cases, modeling of jet
structures observed in the coma permits to search for the ro-
tational parameters of the nucleus (e.g., Sekanina 1981).

C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (hereafter Hale-Bopp) is an excep-
tionally active comet. The early detection of spiral jets during
1995 (Kidger et al. 1996) encouraged us to run a long-term
observational campaign using the facilities available at Teide
Observatory (Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias). The main
goal of this campaign was the observation of jet structures in
order to derive the rotational parameters of the comet.

In this Letter, we present the observations carried out by the
Hale-Bopp European Team using the Carlos Sánchez Telescope
at Teide Observatory in 1997 April. From these observations
we study the rotation period of Hale-Bopp’s nucleus.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Hale-Bopp was observed on a total of 16 days with the Carlos
Sánchez Telescope from 1997 April 1 to April 28. On five of
these days, the comet was observed for several hours (up to
10). For the analysis presented here, we use the data sum-
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marized in Table 1, which correspond to the days with the
longest data strings.

2.1. Observing Procedure

Near-infrared images of Hale-Bopp were obtained during
daytime, from 1997 April 1 to April 28, with the 1.5 m Carlos
Sánchez Telescope at Teide Observatory, using CAIN, the
1–2.5 mm camera. CAIN uses a NICMOS detector (256 #

, 40 mm square pixels). The plate scale was 00.39 pixel21.256
Narrowband Brg (2.166 mm), CO (2.295 mm), and Kcon (2.26
mm) filters were used.

Since the observations were mainly performed during day-
time, the shortest exposure time allowed by CAIN (0.4 s for
a whole frame image) was used to avoid sky background sat-
uration. Groups of 20–50 images were taken, producing total
exposure times between 8 and 20 s. Sky images were obtained
at distances between 59 and 109 from the central condensation
and in the four cardinal directions. Series of s images30 # 0.4
in each filter were taken in the following sequence: comet, sky
59 north, comet, sky 59 south, comet, sky 59 east, comet, and
sky 59 west.

2.2. Reduction Procedure

Images were bias corrected using daily bias frames. Addi-
tionally, flat fielding was applied. Flat-field images were ob-
tained by combining all of the available sky frames to give a
high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) master sky flat for each day of
observation. For each group of images, all of the frames were
co-added to produce a single master frame. Finally, all of the
master frames in the same filter within 10 minute intervals
were recentered, combined to produce the highest S/N frame
possible without destroying the temporal evolution of the coma
structures, and scaled to the same pixel size in kilometers at
the comet’s geocentric distance. Images of poor quality or hav-
ing a discrepant centroid (due, for instance, to hot pixels or
poor guiding) were excluded.

Observing conditions were generally difficult due to the pres-
ence of the Sun above the horizon and very close to the comet
(∼307). Very fast sky level variations and direct solar light
inside the dome complicated both the observations and the data
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TABLE 1
Summary of the Data Used in This Letter

Date
(1997 April)

(1)
UT Start

(2)
UT End

(3)
Hours

(4)
Images

(5)
Weather

(6)

1 . . . . . . . . . . . 9:27 19:39 10:12 40 PP
2 . . . . . . . . . . . 9:06 10:10 1:04 9 NP
7 . . . . . . . . . . . 13:29 19:24 5:55 38 P
8 . . . . . . . . . . . 19:27 19:38 0:11 4 NP
9 . . . . . . . . . . . 10:17 19:19 9:02 52 P
16 . . . . . . . . . . 19:24 20:13 0:49 5 NP
18 . . . . . . . . . . 18:10 20:04 1:56 9 NP
25 . . . . . . . . . . 14:30 18:59 4:29 25 PP
27 . . . . . . . . . . 11:18 20:05 8:47 56 P
28 . . . . . . . . . . 12:05 20:02 7:57 36 PP

Note.—Cols. (2) and (3): UT of the first and last Hale-Bopp image
obtained that day; col. (4): interval covered; col. (5): number of final
images as explained in § 2; col. (6): observing conditions for each
day—P 5 photometric, PP 5 partially photometric, and NP 5
nonphotometric.

TABLE 2
Observing Log for the Images Used in

Figure 1

Image
Date

(UT April) Phase Filter

1-0.0 . . . . . . . 1.491 0.038 Kcon

1-0.2 . . . . . . . 1.587 0.242 CO
1-0.6 . . . . . . . 1.774 0.637 CO
1-0.7 . . . . . . . 1.818 0.730 CO
1-0.8 . . . . . . . 1.394 0.917 CO
1-0.9 . . . . . . . 1.463 0.980 CO
7-0.0 . . . . . . . 7.626 0.012 CO
7-0.1 . . . . . . . 7.688 0.141 CO
7-0.2 . . . . . . . 7.735 0.244 CO
7-0.3 . . . . . . . 7.789 0.356 CO
7-0.4 . . . . . . . 7.806 0.391 CO
7-0.5 . . . . . . . 8.818 0.532 CO
7-0.8 . . . . . . . 7.562 0.876 Brg
7-0.9 . . . . . . . 7.598 0.952 CO
9-0.0 . . . . . . . 9.547 0.072 Kcon

9-0.1 . . . . . . . 9.606 0.197 CO
9-0.2 . . . . . . . 9.633 0.256 Kcon

9-0.3 . . . . . . . 9.708 0.415 Kcon

9-0.5 . . . . . . . 9.793 0.594 CO
9-0.6 . . . . . . . 9.805 0.619 Kcon

9-0.8 . . . . . . . 9.429 0.824 Brg
9-0.9 . . . . . . . 9.486 0.944 Brg
25-0.1 . . . . . . 25.604 0.142 Kcon

25-0.4 . . . . . . 25.750 0.451 Kcon

25-0.5 . . . . . . 25.791 0.537 Kcon

25-0.7 . . . . . . 18.800 0.704 CO
27-0.1 . . . . . . 27.559 0.161 Kcon

27-0.2 . . . . . . 27.602 0.252 CO
27-0.3 . . . . . . 27.629 0.309 Kcon

27-0.5 . . . . . . 27.744 0.553 Kcon

27-0.6 . . . . . . 27.797 0.663 Kcon

27-0.7 . . . . . . 27.837 0.748 Kcon

27-0.9 . . . . . . 27.477 0.988 Kcon

28-0.1 . . . . . . 28.503 0.158 CO
28-0.2 . . . . . . 28.565 0.287 CO
28-0.3 . . . . . . 28.612 0.388 CO
28-0.4 . . . . . . 28.626 0.417 Brg
28-0.6 . . . . . . 28.749 0.677 CO
28-0.7 . . . . . . 28.796 0.776 Kcon

28-0.8 . . . . . . 28.817 0.822 Kcon

Note.—Phase is the rotational phase com-
puted for the 11.35 hr rotation period.

reduction, causing many images to be discarded before the final
image combination.

3. OBSERVED FEATURES

In order to enhance the structures observed in the coma, we
applied a Laplacian filtering technique to the final images, as
described in Kidger et al. (1998). The results for a set of se-
lected images are presented in Figure 1; a log of these images
is presented in Table 2. Images are ordered day by day, ac-
cording to the rotational phase (computed as the fractional part
of the time in hours since 1997 April 1.0 UT, divided by 11.35,
i.e., the period determined later in this Letter). Several dust
spiral jets and shells are observed. Dots and lines are the result
of cosmetic defects of the camera (hot pixels) and the recen-
tering procedure applied to the raw images.

After a careful inspection, we find that the appearance of
the coma structures is identical in the images obtained with all
three filters. Since there is no gas emission known to appear
in comets in the Kcon band, we used the Kcon images to substract
the continuum from some CO images. No prominent features
due to CO emission are observed. We therefore attribute the
coma structures to dust jets rather than to gas emission.

At least three different dust spiral jets (labeled A, B, and
C), rotating counterclockwise, can be observed in Figure 1.
Great care has to be taken in the identification of the jets, since
in some rotational phases they appear superposed due to pro-
jection effects. At phase 0.0, A is the sole jet emerging from
the nucleus (see, e.g., image 1-0.0, where 1 corresponds to the
day column and 0.0 to the rotational phase in Fig. 1, as labeled
in Table 2). Another curved jet (B) appears at phase 0.2 (images
7-0.2, 9-0.2). At phase 0.3 (image 7-0.3), jet A seems to be
disconnected from the nucleus. The shell produced by A ex-
pands in the following phases, while jet B grows and rotates.
At phase 0.7 (image 1-0.7) jet A appears again, whereas at
phase 0.9 (image 7-0.9) jet B seems to be disconnected from
the nucleus producing another shell structure. Notice that in
the second half of April, jet B is clearly a double structure (jets
B and C in images 25-0.7, 27-0.7, and 28-0.8). It could be
possible that jets B and C were produced by two different
nearby active regions. At the beginning of April, they appeared
superposed because of the comet-Sun-Earth geometry, but in
the second half of April the varying geometry made it possible
to separate them.

The counterclockwise rotation of the jets and their curved

shape indicate that the north pole of the nucleus was oriented
to the Earth in 1997 April. This is in good agreement with the
pole position reported by Licandro et al. (1998) (R.A. 5 2757,
decl. 5 2507), Jorda et al. (1998) (R.A. 5 2757, decl. 5 2577),
and Sekanina (1998) (R.A. 5 2577, decl. 5 2617). Given these
orientations, the aspect angle (defined as the angle subtended
by the comet spin axis to the line of sight) did not change
much in April. For the first pole position, the comet aspect
angle varied from 457 to 317 and the position angle of the spin
axis varied from 2377 to 2137 during 1997 April.

4. DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATION PERIOD

On April 1 we have a 10 hr data string (with a gap of 3 hr
during which no observations could be performed). As ex-
pected from the rotation period of ∼11 hr reported by Jorda et
al. (1997) and Sarmecanic et al. (1997), similar structures are
observed in the images obtained at the beginning and the end
of this day (compare, e.g., image 1-0.8 taken at 9:27 UT and
1-0.7 taken at 19:38 UT in Fig. 1).

We have computed the rotational phase of each image, as
defined in § 3, but for a series of different rotation period values.
For each rotation period, we visually compared all of the images
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Fig. 1.—Processed images of the central coma of Hale-Bopp. The images are ordered day by day and phased according to the 11.35 hr period to show images
of the same rotational phase in different days. The nuclear condensation is in the center of each image. Three spiral jets labeled A, B, and C and some expanding
shells can be observed as dark curved structures.
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Fig. 2.—Left: Periodogram analysis by PDM (Stellingwerf 1978) using the full data set between 1997 April 1 and April 28. Note the clear minimum at 11.35
hr. Right: P.A. of the maximum intensity in the coma region between 5100 and 12,500 km from the nucleus (see text), phased according to the adopted period
of 11.34 hr.

of equal rotational phase from different days. The rotation pe-
riod of hr is the one for which images at the11.35 5 0.05
same rotational phase look more similar. The position angles
of jets A and B (measured at their starting point close to the
nucleus), their curvature, and the distance of the shells from
the optocenter were taken into account to decide on the sim-
ilarity of the images. The long series of observations, spanning
an interval of about 1 month, has allowed us to determine very
precisely the rotation period. The uncertainty of 0.05 hr rep-
resents the range of period values for which differences in
images of equal rotational phase are not obvious between the
beginning and end of April. This method is closely related to
the identification of the jets, which is generally difficult because
their appearance may dramatically change with time. However,
this does not happen in our case. As seen in Figure 1, only
small morphological variations in the structures were observed
during 1997 April.

As a second and more quantitative method to assess the
reliability of the derived period, we searched for a measurable
feature in the images that repeats each rotation period and that
is independent on the identification of the jets. More specifi-
cally, we have looked for periodic variations of the position
angle (P.A.) of the dust coma’s maximum intensity measured
in a fixed ring around the nucleus. To this aim we took azi-
muthal profiles, using the unfiltered images, at different radial
distances from the cometary optocenter, ranging from 5100 to
12,500 km. The limits of this ring are not crucial to compute
the rotation period as far as the same structures repeat peri-
odically in the coma. This way, the P.A. of the maximum in-
tensity will change with the same periodicity for any ring we
adopt. The particular limits used in this analysis are optimum
in that closer to the nucleus the number of pixels entering the
computation of the azimuthal profiles is too small and that
farther than 12,500 km the jets are too faint. The profiles were
rescaled to the same intensity level and then averaged to pro-
duce a single profile, whose maximum P.A. was determined by
means of a Gaussian fit. This process gives the temporal ev-
olution of the P.A. of the maximum intensity in the region
described above. If the same jets repeat each rotation of the
nucleus, this P.A. will also be the same. The resulting P.A.’s
were employed to search for the most likely rotation period
using the phase dispersion minimization (PDM) method (Stel-
lingwerf 1978). The periodogram and phase curve are presented

in Figure 2. The computed value of the rotation period is
hr, which is in good agreement with that resulting11.34 5 0.02

from the application of the more qualitative method described
above but with higher precision. The best rotation period value
and the error are obtained using the parabolic form of the
statistic (dispersion factor in Fig. 2) around its minimum. The
quoted 68% (1 j) confidence level corresponds to the interval
obtained by increasing the minimum value of the statistic by
unity (see Lampton, Margon, & Bowyer 1976, and references
therein). This confidence level and the error obtained from the
parabolic fit of the minimum are quadratically added in order
to compute the uncertainty of the rotation period.

Usually, the azimuthal profiles have two maxima produced
by jets A and B, of which we use the most intense maximum.
The resulting phase curve (Fig. 2) shows that the rotation of
the maximum has two discontinuities: one at phase 0.8 and a
smaller one at phase 0.2. These discontinuities occur because
the relative intensity of the two maxima observed in the profile
changes during the rotation, giving an inflexion where the
brightest maximum varies from being due to one jet to the
other.

In addition, we have searched for possible variations of the
rotation period due to precession effects, as suggested by Jorda
et al. (1997). We applied the second method to two restricted
data sets: images from April 7 to 9 and from April 25 to 28.
The period obtained from the first data set is hr,11.35 5 0.08
while that obtained from the second is hr. In all11.4 5 0.3
cases, the significance of the rotation period computed as in
Stellingwerf (1978) is well below 0.01 (a likelihood better than
99%).

5. DISCUSSION

As seen in Figure 1, the behavior of the jets was very stable
during the month of observations, with only small morpho-
logical differences between the beginning and the end of April
caused more likely by variations of the comet aspect angle.
This supports the idea of a very stable jet production mecha-
nism by active areas on the cometary nucleus if the same areas
were active and always exposed to solar radiation during 1997
April. This morphological stability could represent a good test
for the validity of the alternative hydrodynamic models pro-
posed by Crifo & Rodionov (1996). The stable morphological
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behavior, and the fact that the identification of the jets is un-
ambiguous, has allowed us to obtain a very accurate rotation
period for the nucleus of hr.11.34 5 0.02

The stability of the jets contradicts the possible existence of
a very complex rotation of the nucleus. However, Kidger et al.
(1998) determined a periodicity of days in the appa-20 5 4
rition of the curved jets observed during 1995 and related this
to the precession period. Any precession of the spin axis would
introduce variations on the rotation period, as pointed out by
Jorda et al. (1997). We have searched for such variations, but
the rotation periods derived from the two restricted data sets
are in good agreement. In any case, the small error obtained
using the complete data set is an indication that we should not
expect variations in the rotation period larger than 0.04 hr. It
is important to stress, however, that the time sampling of our
best observations, separated by an interval of ∼20 days (similar
to the suggested precession period), prevents us from ascer-
taining whether variations of the rotation period due to pre-
cession exist. The good agreement of our results with the 11.35
hr rotation period reported by Jorda et al. (1998) and with the
11.3 hr reported by Sarmecanic et al. (1997) at different epochs
between February and late April suggests that any variation in
the rotation period must be small.

The large size of Hale-Bopp’s nucleus is probably the reason
that the rotation is not particularly complex, since the time
scale necessary for the nongravitational torque to modify the
rotational state is proportional to (Jewitt 1992), where is2r rn n

the equivalent radius of the nucleus.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Three spiral jet structures were observed in the near-infrared
in comet Hale-Bopp’s coma for several, almost complete, ro-
tations between 1997 April 1 and April 28. As the appearance
of the coma is identical in images obtained with the three

narrowband filters used, we conclude that these structures are
mainly dust jets.

A rotation period of the nucleus of hr was11.35 5 0.05
determined by comparing the jets in images obtained in dif-
ferent nights at equal rotational phases. We have used a new
method to search for periodicities in the position angle of the
dust coma’s maximum intensity in a ring around the nucleus,
using the PDM method (Stellingwerf 1978). The best rotation
period value obtained is hr.11.34 5 0.02

No variations of the rotation period with time due to pre-
cessional effects were found in our data. However, the time
sampling of the observations, which is similar to the suggested
spin precession period, does not allow us to discriminate the
existence of such variations. We note, though, that the good
agreement of our results with the rotation periods reported by
other groups at different epochs lends support to the idea that,
if they exist, these variations must be small. This would imply
that Hale-Bopp’s nucleus is close to its lowest rotation energy
state.
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